Wiring a les paul

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of volt amp meter wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified traditional photographic representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements
of the circuit as simplified forms, and the power and signal connections between the devices. A
wiring diagram normally offers details concerning the relative placement and plan of tools and
terminals on the tools, to help in building or servicing the device. A photographic layout would
reveal much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use
of an extra symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is usually utilized to fix problems as well as to earn sure that all the connections have
been made which every little thing is present. Variety of volt amp meter wiring diagram. Click on
the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a type of schematic which utilizes abstract pictorial signs to show all the affiliations
of elements in a system. Wiring representations are made up of 2 points: icons that stand for
the parts in the circuit, as well as lines that stand for the links between them. Wiring
representations mostly shows the physical setting of elements and links in the built circuit, but
not always in reasoning order. It stresses on the format of the cables. Schematics emphasize on
exactly how circuits work logically. To read a wiring diagram, initially you have to know just
what essential components are consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial icons
are made use of to represent them. The typical aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power
supply, cord and link, result tools, switches, resistors, logic gate, lights, etc. A line stands for a
cable. Wires are used to link the parts together. All factors along the cable are similar and also
linked. Cords on some places have to cross each other, but that does not always imply that they
attach. A black dot is used to indicate the injunction of 2 lines. Key lines are represented by L1,
L2, and so on. Typically various shades are used to differentiate the cables. There must be a
legend on the wiring diagram to inform you what each shade means. Normally circuits with
greater than 2 elements have two basic sorts of connections: series and also parallel. A series
circuit is a circuit in which parts are linked along a solitary path, so the existing circulations
with one part to obtain to the following one. In a series circuit, voltages accumulate for all parts
connected in the circuit, as well as currents are the same via all elements. In a parallel circuit,
each device is directly connected to the source of power, so each device receives the very same
voltage. The present in an identical circuit streams along each identical branch and re-combines
when the branches satisfy once more. A good wiring diagram should be practically right as well
as clear to check out. Look after every information. The layout must reveal the correct direction
of the favorable and also negative terminals of each component. Utilize the ideal signs. Learn
the meanings of the standard circuit icons and also pick the appropriate ones to utilize. Draw
connecting cables as straight lines. Utilize a dot to suggest line junction, or use line jumps to
suggest cross lines that are not linked. Tag parts such as resistors as well as capacitors with
their values. Make certain the message positioning looks tidy. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of
12 volt solenoid wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined forms,
and the power as well as signal links between the devices. A wiring diagram generally provides
information about the family member position and also plan of tools and also terminals on the
devices, to assist in building or servicing the device. A photographic layout would certainly
reveal more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much
more symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram
is typically used to fix problems and also making certain that the links have been made as well
as that every little thing is present. Collection of 12 volt solenoid wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a type of schematic which makes use of abstract photographic icons to show all the
interconnections of parts in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are made up of 2 things: icons
that stand for the parts in the circuit, as well as lines that represent the links between them.
Wiring representations mainly reveals the physical position of parts and also connections in the
developed circuit, but not necessarily in logic order. To read a wiring diagram, first you need to
know exactly what fundamental elements are included in a wiring diagram, as well as which
photographic symbols are used to represent them. The common aspects in a wiring diagram are
ground, power supply, cable and also link, outcome tools, switches, resistors, reasoning gate,
lights, and so on. A line represents a cord. Cords are utilized to connect the elements together.
All factors along the cord are similar and connected. Wires on some places have to go across
each other, yet that does not always indicate that they attach. A black dot is used to suggest the
order of 2 lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Usually different colors are
used to identify the cables. There should be a tale on the wiring diagram to inform you just what
each color implies. Generally circuits with greater than two elements have 2 standard sorts of
connections: collection and also parallel. A collection circuit is a circuit where elements are

attached along a single path, so the current circulations with one element to obtain to the next
one. In a series circuit, voltages accumulate for all components connected in the circuit, as well
as currents are the exact same through all components. In a parallel circuit, each tool is straight
linked to the power source, so each tool receives the exact same voltage. The current in an
identical circuit streams along each identical branch and also re-combines when the branches
reunite. A great wiring diagram has to be technically appropriate and clear to check out. Take
treatment of every information. The layout ought to reveal the appropriate direction of the
favorable as well as adverse terminals of each component. Use the best signs. Discover the
meanings of the standard circuit icons as well as pick the correct ones to make use of. Attract
attaching cords as straight lines. Utilize a dot to suggest line junction, or usage line jumps to
indicate cross lines that are not attached. Tag parts such as resistors and capacitors with their
values. See to it the message placement looks clean. We use cookies to understand how you
use our site, give you an awesome experience, and deliver our services. By using our site, you
acknowledge that you have read and agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. First
introduced in the early s, Gibson's legendary P90 single coil pickup produced a raw powerful
tone that helped define the blues and rock and roll in their formative years. Today, the P90's
traditional combination of high output and brilliant tone is still considered a favorite among
many top musicians. Known by such familiar nicknames as the "Soapbar" and the "Cobalt," the
P90 still cuts through any type of music, all while displaying amazing tonal sensitivity for
everything from blues and rock to mellow jazz riffs. It's perfect as a vintage replacement, and
features vintage, braided two-conductor wiring. It's also fully wax potted to eliminate any
chance of unwanted microphonic feedback. In order to continually improve the design, quality
and performance of our products and instruments and to make use of the best materials at all
times, Gibson reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Gibson Acoustic. I
Accept. The fat 50s-style neck profile feels smooth and comfortable while providing rigidity and
sustain. It features a rosewood fingerboard with dot inlays and medium jumbo frets for a
vintage feel with modern playability. Finished in a deluxe Satin Vintage Sunburst, this shade
was developed to capture the same vintage patina of his original '56 Les Paul Junior. The
single, dogear P pickup features Alnico 3 magnets and is voiced to replicate the tonal response
that Lukas requires. The aged nickel-plated hardware includes Vintage Deluxe strip style tuners
with white buttons like the originals but feature a higher gear ratio for improved performance.
The 50s-style wraparound bridge provides the same look and solid resonance as the original,
but it is made with a stealthy compensation contour to improve intonation accuracy.
Handedness Right Left. This item is out of stock, but we build most left-handed guitars on
demand. Learn More. An error has occured and this guitar could not be added to your cart. Case
Included. Setup Included. Lifetime Warranty. P Single Coil Pickup Legendary Tone First
introduced in the early s, Gibson's legendary P90 single coil pickup produced a raw powerful
tone that helped define the blues and rock and roll in their formative years. Find Guitars with
P's. Shop All Single Coil Pickups. Body Body Shape. Neck Material. Hardware Finish.
Electronics Bridge Pickup. Miscellaneous Strings Gauge. We use cookies to understand how
you use our site, give you an awesome experience, and deliver our services. By using our site,
you acknowledge that you have read and agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Gibson
Custom Shop is the pinnacle of craftsmanship, quality, and sound excellence. Each instrument
celebrates Gibson's legacy through accuracy, authenticity and attention to detail. In order to
continually improve the design, quality and performance of our products and instruments and
to make use of the best materials at all times, Gibson reserves the right to change
specifications without notice. Gibson Acoustic. I Accept. One of them was the redesigned
"double cutaway" Les Paul Junior, which has since found its place in music history as a favorite
of hard rock musicians. The extra fret access of the double-cut construction allows upper
octave leads while the "simple is better" single-pickup setup projects only thick, heavy tone.
Gibson Custom Shop has proudly revived the original recipe from for this Historic Reissue,
from the solid mahogany and hide glue construction to the vintage-style wiring. It is an accurate
and faithful replica in every possible way. Handedness Right Left. This item is out of stock, but
we build most left-handed guitars on demand. Learn More. An error has occured and this guitar
could not be added to your cart. Case Included. Setup Included. Lifetime Warranty. Body Body
Shape. Neck Material. Hardware Finish. Electronics Bridge Pickup. Miscellaneous Strings
Gauge. If you are re-wiring your Les Paul, building your own, or upgrading the electronics on an
imported copy then you will find this guide useful. There is a full wiring diagram at the end of
this article and we recommend you study it before starting. We will break this guide into four
parts which you can navigate to using the buttons below. Pre-tinning the components before
assembly makes an easier and more solid electrical and mechanical connection. Test it out on a
few scrap parts and wire before starting to get a feel for the flow of your equipment and solder.

A clean and tinned tip is essential for the correct heat transfer into the joint you are creating. We
will start by wiring the initial harness that slots inside the control cavity. There isn't a lot of
room in there and you'll be working with a hot soldering iron - better to work in the open where
you can see what you're doing and eliminate the risk of burning the finish of your guitar. Place
the template under the guitar and trace through. Then drill the holes to M10 to accommodate the
larger shaft diameter of CTS pots 9. The idea is to create the inside of a Les Paul control cavity
as accurately as possible. With the template complete, assemble the 4 pots as per the below
photo. You can also turn the pots inwards at a slight angle. Note - our long shaft k pots come
with 2 hex nuts, a flat washer and a serrated washer. The first nut is used for height adjustment
inside the control cavity. The serrated washer sits in between this nut and the inside of the
cavity ie. The dress washer and the second nut are used to tighten the pot from the other side.
So that order again, nut, serrated washer, flat washer, nut. Lay down a ground wire connecting
each pot together. Using the black cloth wire provided or tinned copper, lay the ground running
from the top left pot neck volume clockwise until you reach the bottom left pot of the template
bridge volume It does not need to be a continuous wire. In fact it is a lot easier to cut the ground
wire provided into 3 - as long as each pot is connected. By putting it on the edge, you leave
more room for grounding the toggle switch and pickup leads on the volume pots which you will
do later. It is recommended that you allow for a little bit of slack in the wires in case you
miscalculated the dimensions of the template compared to your control cavity. Next, ground the
lugs on each pot that will not be used in the circuit. From a birds-eye point of view, these are the
first lugs on each volume pot lug 3 , and the middle lugs on the tone pots lug 2. You can either
use a snippet of ground wire soldered between the lug and the back of the pot or alternatively,
bend the lug back onto the pot and solder. If you decide to bend it back onto the pot, be careful
- if you over do it on the solder, you risk getting some inside the pot via the hole behind the
middle lug. Refer to the diagram further down the page for reference. After completing the
above steps you should now have the initial wiring harness which will simply drop into your
control cavity. The harness is now ready to install into your Les Paul. On to the toggle switch
wiring. Here is our guide to wiring it using braided guitar wire - the Gibson way. Note - your
guitar may vary in length so be sure to double check your lengths before starting. Before we
start - a little lesson on braided guitar wire and how it works. It essentially two wires in one. So
the key is to ensure that the braid is pulled back far enough as to not touch the hot wire. Next make sure you know what the different lugs on the the toggle switch do. The thickest lug in the
middle is the ground. The lugs either side of this are the outputs to the volume controls, whilst
the two lugs on the opposite side are the outputs to the jack. Thread it through and twist making
sure it is secure, apply heat and solder. Refer to the below photos. If you are using heat shrink
rubber tubing, feed it down the wire covering the lug. Use a lighter or heat gun to shrink it. Take
one of the shorter lengths of braided wire you cut earlier, pull the braid back about 2cm and
solder the inner core wire to the volume output lug. Cover the joint with heat shrink tubing as
we have below. Repeat this process using the second shorter length of braided wire and solder
its inner hot wire to the second volume output lug of the switch. Again, if you are using heat
shrink tubing, cover the joint. Finally, take the longer wire and pull its braid back about 5cm and
solder it to the two output lugs on the opposite end of the switch. They are quite rigid, so tread
carefully! You should now have 4 wires in total - 1 unshielded ground wire and 3 lengths of
braided wire all pulling in the same direction. The final step is attaching the bare ground wire we
did in step one to the outer braids of the other three lead wires, thereby grounding the toggle
switch. Pull all of the wires in the same direction as if you were installing it inside the guitar.
Taking the bare ground wire, wrap it around the outer braid of the other three. Make it nice and
snug and solder it from both sides. Use the below photos as a guide. The switch is now ready to
be installed into your guitar and connected to the volume pots and output jack. Fit the toggle
switch into its cavity and feed the three braided wires all the way through the body to the main
control cavity. Tape them back onto the guitar body for now using masking tape as to not
damage or leave any tape residue on the finish. Re-insert and secure your pickups - again, feed
the lead wires through the body to the main cavity. If your pickup lead wires are braided wire,
this can be nightmare getting all 5 wires through the body as it can be a little cramped
depending on your model. With enough fiddling, you'll get them all through. It's worth it in the
end! Finally, place the prewired harness into the control cavity. Its the little details that count.
Using the below 50s Les Paul wiring diagram - install your pickup leads and toggle switch leads
to the volume pots. It is a good idea to slightly "puff" out the braid - you want to be able to freely
pull the inner wire through without it getting caught. The toggle switch lead gets soldered to the
middle lug of the volume pot whilst the pickup leads get soldered to the inout lug below the
middle lug from a birds-eye view. Finally, connect the ground wire coming from the tailpiece to
the back of the neck volume pot as per the diagram. This wire will already be there if you are

re-wiring a Les Paul but if it is your first install, take a 10cm piece of wire which you need to
connect to the tailpiece lug that is nearest the volume pot and solder this wire to the back of the
pot. This may require drilling a hole running from the control cavity through to the tailpiece stud
cavity. The input jack on an electric guitar or bass is the gateway - it is essential that it is wired
correctly to get a clean connection between the guitar and the amp. If it is not correctly wired, it
will either result in some horrific buzz, or no noise at all. Its important to know and identify what
lug on the jack does what so you know exactly what wire goes where. The inner ring in this case
with the Switchcraft stamping on is always the ground. The second lug is the live. Easy enough
right? Now, braided wire has been known to be awkward to work with, whether it be soldering
the ground to the jack or to the back of volume pots and we get emails each week asking for
any tips on how to work with it efficiently. When it comes to the jack, there is one nifty trick in
particular. Yes, it is technicaly push back wire but rather than pushing the outer braid back,
actually unbraid it. Why unbraid it instead of pulling it back we hear you ask? By un-braiding
and then twisting the outer braid as per the below photos, you can easily snip it off leaving a
little ledge on the side. This little ledge goes into the ground lug hole of the jack and it makes it
a damn sight easier to solder. Having unbraided the outer wire, twist tightly and pull to the right.
Using your wire cutters, cut the twisted braid leaving a little ledge on the side. This tiny nick is
what you solder to the ground lug of the jack. If you are using heat shrink rubber tubing or a
similar form of plastic tubing, feed this down the wire and out of the way for now. It needs to be
in place before you solder the joints on the jack however. With the groundwork done, its time to
heat up your soldering iron. Start with the hot lug. Push back the black cloth a couple of mm
and feed it through the outer lug. Apply heat with the soldering iron and feed the solder wire
until the hole is filled. Remove heat and let it cool naturally. Next, repeat the same process with
the outer braid and the inner ground lug of the jack. Place the edge of the already-cut braid you
did earlier through the hole in the lug, apply the heat and feed the solder to complete the joint.
Finally, pull the rubber tubing that you put on earlier back down the wire, as close as you can
get to the ground lug as possible and apply heat to shrink the tube around the wire. This isn't
essential by any means but rubber tubing is great if you use coper or aluminium foil as
shielding equipment inside the cavity of your guitar - if the outer braid comes into contact with
the foil it will create a short circuit. Thats how to wire a jack using braided guitar wire. If you've
followed the above steps and the other end of the wire is connected to your toggle switch then
you're finished and good to go! That completes our guide to 50s Les Paul wiring - as well as the
components used, the position of the capacitors offers a wider tonal range and more use of the
tone control which is too often redundant in modern wiring setups. If you are looking for a little
more spice, including using push pull pots to coil split your humbuckers, refer to our wiring
diagrams page. SoloDallas has a brilliant in depth article on rewiring a Gibson SG from the
stock modern wiring to the 50s style and the Seymour Duncan blog has an article explaining the
key differences between 50s and modern Les Paul wiring. Copper Shielding - How to Shield a
Guitar. Coil Split Les Paul modern wiring. Coil Split Les Paul using tone push pull pots. How to
wire a 4 Way Telecaster. How to wire a Jazz Bass. How to Wire a Les Paul Junior. Grounding
Braided Guitar Wire. We use cookies to understand how you use our site, give you an awesome
experience, and deliver our services. By using our site, you acknowledge that you have read
and agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. It has fooled experts, vintage purists, and
even luthiers who have worked with the best vintage examples from the late 50s and early 60s.
The use of Nickel Silver reduces the occurrence of eddy currents due to low conductivity and
provides a more transparent and crisp output. The size and shape of the bobbins also has a
great impact on tonal response. In order to continually improve the design, quality and
performance of our products and instruments and to make use of the best materials at all times,
Epiphone reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Inspired by Gibson. Body
Style. I Accept. Optional hardshell or EpiLite Case is available. Handedness Right Left. This item
is out of stock, but we build most left-handed guitars on demand. Learn More. An error has
occured and this guitar could not be added to your cart. Shop All Humbucker Pickups. Body
Body Shape. Neck Material. Hardware Finish. Electronics Neck Pickup. Miscellaneous Strings
Gauge. Custom Guitar Wiring Diagram Service. Get a custom drawn guitar or bass wiring
diagram designed to your specifications for any type of pickups, switching and controls and
options. Just complete the guitar wiring diagram order form with your custom specifications
and our designers will do the rest. To order a custom diagram, select the number of pickups on
your instrument below and complete the diagram order form. Original Factory Guitar Wiring
Diagrams. Select the number of pickups you have to view our free wiring diagrams as well as
humbucker wire color codes, guitar wiring mods, typical toggle switch and pickup selector
terminal connections and cress reference diagrams. Upgrade your original Strat Bass or Strat
style guitar Upgrade your original Telecaster or Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style

guitar with the highest quality electric parts Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar
with the highest quality electric Upgrade your original Telecaster or Tele style guitar with Get
the full potential from pickups with a fuller, cleaner Switchcraft three position guitar toggle
switch with nickel finish. Short body switch for use on instruments with shallow control
cavities. Heavy duty construction with a firm, positive feel when selecting switch positions. For
use on guitars and basses with two pickups. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate
Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick
view Details. Choose Options. Add to Cart. Switchcraft sku: SWT Quick view. Compare
Selected. Parts Kits. PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies. Pickup Switch Terminal Diagrams - Internal
switch connections for pickup selectors and mini switches. We Ship Worldwide! Sort by. Is it a
good idea when a repair shop recommends that a customer try some do-it-yourself wiring?
Erick Coleman's customer rewired a Les Paul, but ran into trouble. Now Erick's re-rewiring Erick
Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's making a little bit of sound, but not much.
Erick opens it up to find the trouble, and we get a good view of the guts of this vintage Fender
pickup before he rewinds it. In this week's newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar
pickup: the problem and the solution. Erick Coleman gets an urgent call on a Friday night: the
Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some custom pickup work in time to head to Ozzfest in
24 hours! It's surprisingly simple to swap out your amp's tubes for something different. Tech
Matt Clouston walks you through how to change tubes yourself. Erick Coleman shows tricks
you can do with those four colored wires coming from your humbucker pickups. The multimeter
tells Erick Coleman that this pickup is dead, but nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! This
mounting set is for installing mini humbucker pickups using our Deluxe Mini Humbucker
Mounting Rings. Cleaning the electronics gets it playing again. Erick Coleman's got a guitar
with one dead pickup and a volume control that spins around when you turn the knob. That's
trouble. And it's inside a semi-hollowbody guitar -- that's double trouble! After 55 years, the
original owner sells a Gibson Les Paul Junior because the pickup's dead. Erick Coleman tells
the story of bringing that pickup back to life. Dan Erlewine does some emergency surgery on an
undersaddle transducer in time for it to make it on stage with Emmylou Harris. Dan Erlewine's
fixing nasty-sounding control pots on a great-looking Supro lap steel from Explore the
possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Coil tap, 3-pickups, piezo activation He brings back
this great, simple tone tip from repairman Brian Delaney. An overview of guitar shielding with
the Self-Adhesive Shielding Kit, including a list of required tools. Erick Coleman clears up the
confusion about acoustic pickups: separating them into different types and helping you figure
out what's what. Don't ruin your pickup rings by skipping this step! Dan Erlewine nibbles, files,
scrapes and sands to create a curve that matches the top of his Les Paul. A Fender Telecaster
came into our shop recently that plays great, but whenever a player plugs it in there is some
popping and cracking noise and sometimes there is no signal at all. The retainer clip that the
cup and jack are mounted to has come loose. In this video, Blake demonstrates how to easily
install a new retainer clip in a telecaster using the StewMac Tele Jack Installation Tool. The
three basics to keep in mind if you want your work to be as good or better than the guitar's
original wiring. Ever wonder whether a different capacitor would affect your tone? It's between
you and your own ears, nobody else can tell you what you hear. Erick Coleman's got a simple
way to prove to yourself which cap is the choice for you. Erick answers a customer question
about reversing a humbucker's pickups, and finds that the hardest part is getting the cover off
the pickup! Erick Coleman has been rooting around in the parts drawers at Dan Erlewine's
shop, and he's found a s Gibson patent-sticker humbucker. It would be valuable if somebody
hadn't cut off the pickup lead. Erick shows how to fix that. Lindy Fralin, of Lindy Fralin Pickups,
shows how he sets pickup heights. Lindy shows it's not about measuring, it's about listening.
Recorded at last summer's Northwoods Seminar in Michigan. In our Money Talk series about
operating a repair business, Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and expenses of a profitable
pickup installation job. Erick Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This guitar sounds
bad, and I'm supposed to record with it tomorrow night! All wired up, but no sound! In this
Trade Secret video, Matt Brooker helps you troubleshoot. I took another swing at it I almost
struck out! These instructions show you the proper way to hook up your speakers using the
pre-wired harnesses. Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar with replacement
pickups. The job's got to be done quickly at a low price, so he demonstrates some time-saving
tips. Erick Coleman shares some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that give you
a new tonal range. Making new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this
guitar that had seen a lot of gigs. So Dan Erlewine opened the old pickup and put its cover on
the new one. This meant cutting the solder joint and resoldering. Very sharp and very deep at
the same time. I am sold, they are excellent. Titan of the Tele: Bill Kirchen explains why he flips
his control plate backwards, and shows how he got the famous sounds he recorded on Hot Rod

Lincoln. Erick Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless
unless this bobbin transplant works. If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a
loose input jack. This weeks issue offers two solutions. An introduction to guitar wiring,
including how different components work and how they work together. Erick Coleman installs P
soapbar pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. It's an easy upgrade
that makes a big difference. Lots of low-cost guitars play great, even though the manufacturers
cut costs on hardware and electronics. Swapping out your control pots is an easy mod with big
results. Erick Coleman shows you how to avoid troubleâ€¦. Erick Coleman answers tech
questions from StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this
low-priced guitar? The simplest possible solution keeps a P pickup from from falling apart.
Custom pickup builder Lindy Fralin explains the reasoning behind and guidelines to wax potting
pickups. An explanation of the different control potentiometers pots and when they are typically
used. Our mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback
below Your Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Trade Secrets! Issue April 12, "I
wired this guitar, but it didn't work. Can you fix it? Issue September 12, Telecaster pickup torn
down and rewound Erick Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's making a little
bit of sound, but not much. Issue August 30, A curious fact: why the s Musicmaster Bass had
such a thin sound Erick Coleman opens up a Fender Musicmaster Bass and is surprised by
what he finds! Issue 7 December 07, Acoustic guitar pickups: installation problems to avoid In
this week's newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar pickup: the problem and the
solution. Issue November 11, An emergency pickup transplant for Skeletonwitch Erick Coleman
gets an urgent call on a Friday night: the Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some custom
pickup work in time to head to Ozzfest in 24 hours! Video Chasing Tone? Swapping Amp
Vacuum Tubes It's surprisingly simple to swap out your amp's tubes for something different.
Issue December 08, Coil-cuts: how to hop up your humbuckers Erick Coleman shows tricks you
can do with those four colored wires coming from your humbucker pickups. Issue 89 June 11,
Day of the Zombie: curing an undead Telecaster pickup The multimeter tells Erick Coleman that
this pickup is dead, but nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! Issue 94 August 20, Fishing a
volume control out of a semi-hollowbody for soldering. Issue October 11, Fixing and breaking!
Issue 57 March 20, Fixing an acoustic pickup fastâ€”it has to be onstage in an hour! Issue
October 13, Fixing dirty, scratchy control pots on a Supro lap steel Dan Erlewine's fixing
nasty-sounding control pots on a great-looking Supro lap steel from Video Free-Way Switch
Explore the possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Issue 73 October 30, How to choose the
right pickup for your acoustic guitar Erick Coleman clears up the confusion about acoustic
pickups: separating them into different types and helping you figure out what's what. Issue
June 06, How to fit a Les Paul pickup ring to the curved top Don't ruin your pickup rings by
skipping this step! Issue February 20, How to Fix a Noisy Jack in a Telecaster A Fender
Telecaster came into our shop recently that plays great, but whenever a player plugs it in there
is some popping and cracking noise and sometimes there is no signal at all. Issue March 14,
How to get a good clean solder joint! Issue May 09, How to let your ears find the best tone cap
for your guitar Ever wonder whether a different capacitor would affect your tone? Issue 69
September 04, How to open a humbucker and reverse the polarity Erick answers a customer
question about reversing a humbucker's pickups, and finds that the hardest part is getting the
cover off the pickup! Issue 77 December 25, How to rewind a Strat pickup Erick Coleman shows
how to rewind a vintage singlecoil in a Strat. Issue November 12, It's a crime to cut pickup leads
this short! Video L. Issue February 17, Moneytalk: Quickly installing an acoustic pickup In our
Money Talk series about operating a repair business, Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and
expenses of a profitable pickup installation job. Issue 87 May 14, New pickups and new sound,
with Golden Age Prewired Pickguards Erick Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This
guitar sounds bad, and I'm supposed to record with it tomorrow night! Issue June 02, No sound
from your guitar? Let's talk about short circuits Issue July 05, None of your beeswax? Potting
pickups with paraffin. Erick Coleman answers a frequently-asked question: how and why to
wax-pot a pickup. Issue 32 May 31, One dead string driving me crazy! Transducer trouble
Product Instructions I Pre-Wired Speaker Harness Instructions These instructions show you the
proper way to hook up your speakers using the pre-wired harnesses. Issue 58 April 03, Save
time and money with Dan's pickup wiring tips Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar
with replacement pickups. Issue April 29, Simple guitar wiring: DIY mods to expand your
guitar's tone Erick Coleman shares some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that
give you a new tonal range. Issue 52 January 10, Single-coil buzzkill: the why and how of
electric guitar shielding. Erick Coleman talks about the causes of buzzes and electrical noise,
and how to beat them. Issue November 06, Swapping pickup covers on a rare lefty Lucille
Making new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this guitar that had seen a

lot of gigs. Issue 79 January 22, This eBay pickup's a bargain, if you do a bobbin transplant
Erick Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless unless th
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is bobbin transplant works. Issue 4 November 16, Two ways to fix a Telecaster's wobbly input
jack If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a loose input jack. What is a
potentiometer and how does it work? How is a volume pot wired. What is a capacitor and how
does it work? Product Instructions I Understanding Guitar Wiring: Introduction An introduction
to guitar wiring, including how different components work and how they work together. Issue
June 07, Upgrading an inexpensive semi-hollowbody with P sound Erick Coleman installs P
soapbar pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. Issue January 28,
Upgrading control pots: choosing the right pots and knobs Lots of low-cost guitars play great,
even though the manufacturers cut costs on hardware and electronics. Issue 18 February 22,
Upgrading the electronics in a "Less Paul" Erick Coleman answers tech questions from
StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this low-priced
guitar?

